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How Can You_ 
Do Without It? 
• 
THE 
The Only Home Economics Magazine publish .. 
ed by students. A magazine with live stories 
and articles by expertly trained professors of 
Home Economics Dept. of Iowa State College . 
The Answer Is ...... you CANNOT 
Every Alumni, Home Demonstrator, Home Economics 
Teacher and Homemaker, write the Circulation 
Manager at Once. 
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i Great Coats \ 
For Class and Sport Wear 
Smart, youthful-looking Top Coats, developed 
of soft, warm fabrics-and they come in those 
new shades of tans, browns, and greys that girls . 
like so well. 
Made after the swagger, loose-back effects or 
unbelted styles, with patch pockets. Some are 
topped with snug collars of self materials, while 
others have collars of fur. 
Prices $25 up to $125 





Des Moines, Iowa 
You will find that we special-
ize in apparel that will ap-
peal to the girl in college. 
Correct modes in the desir-
able sizes-and at prices 






THE IOWA HO MEMAKER 
Opposite Court House Marshalltown 
J. 0. Springer & Co. 
Notice to All 
Ames ·Students 
Interested in Women 's and Misses ' 
Wearing Apparel and Millinery 
We are seeking to serve 
One Thousand 




Silk Hose at 
























By special arrangement with some of the 
best manufacturers we have prepared for 
great quantities of coats and dresses, set-
ting forth the newest styles, latest designs, 




during the two weeks, November 15 to 
December 1. 
NOTE.~Bring this ad with you at 
any time between now · and Christ-
mas and receive a 10% reduction on 
any purchase, including Coats, 
Dresses, Millinery, Sweaters, Petti-
coats, Princess Slips, Silk or Wool 
Hosiery, Corduroy Robes, Waists, 
etc., etc. 
CUT THIS AD. OUT NOW- PUT IT IN YOUR HANDBAG 
1 
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! WATSON Large assortment of H at Frames ! 
! v . s ~ ! I arlety tore other Millinery Supplies I ! 214 Main ! 
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THE lOW A HOMEMAKER 
"A Magazine for Homemakers from a Homemakers' School" 
VOLUME 3 NOVEMBER, 1923 NUMBER 8 
The Goal of Home Management Courses at Iowa State 
By RUTH M. LINDQUIST, Assistant Professor of Home Economics 
TH:m initial letters of the words Home Economics are coming to stand for 
"Health and Happiness Education in the 
Home," and today men and women in 
this field are emphasizing more and more 
the importance of giving to the student 
in home economics an appreciation of all 
of the responsibilities of the homemaker, 
together with that subject matter which 
will enable her to be more intelligent in 
her own home or in the training of girls 
and women for homemaking. 
In the past, cooking and sewing have 
been frequently emphasized to the ex· 
elusion of many of those other phases, 
which are at least equal with, if not of 
greater importance than the mere ma-
nipulative processes. The old idea of 
domestic science is rapidly giving way, 
both in secondary schools and colleges, 
to this broader conception in which food, 
rather than cooking, and clothing a nd 
furnishings, rather than sewing, are rec-
ognized as two of several phases which 
need to be considered. 
In food courses increasing importance 
is attached to the selection and purchas-
ing, to the principles of menu planning 
and food preparation which make for the 
health and well-being of family members, 
and to the time required and the equip-
ment needed for food preparation in the 
home. 
So, too, in clothing, selection comes in 
for an important place, as does design 
and the relation of consumption in the 
family to the productive forces. 
But the duties of the homemaker are 
There are those courses which deal with 
food, with clothing, or with applied art. 
The field of each is quite clearly defined 
and the object in each case is to give the 
student those facts· and principles which 
are of importance in that particular field. 
But with those courses, only, there is lit-
tle opportunity or need for the young 
woman to assemble all of the information 
and make of it a coherent whole. This 
is the field for which home management 
courses are being developed thruout the 
country. 
To correlate and unify that which has 
gone before and to give to each individ-
ual student an opportunity to apply the 
principles which she has learned in other 
courses is the goal in home management. 
Obviously, then, t he logical time for this 
work is in the senior year, since, at that 
time only, are the students able to bring 
to the courses a maximum from those 
which have preceded. It may well mark 
the culmination-or the final part-of a 
course in home economics. 
At Iowa State College two courses are 
being offered at the present time in home 
management. They are both required in 
the curriculum and are given to senior 
women. 
The one, home management lectures, 
which carries three credits, is designed 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.lllllllllllll 
NOVEMBER 
not ended when she has finished with The mellow year is hasting to its close; 
food, clothing and furnishings for the The little birds have almost sung their 
family. Indeed, one might say they have last, 
scarcely begun. There is the housing, Their small notes twitter in the weary 
the care of the house and its equipment, blast-
and, most important of all, that responsi- That shrill piped harbinger of early 
bility and privilege which spells the fu- snows: 
ture citizenship of the nation,- the care The patient beauty of the scentless rose, 
and training of children. Recreation, edu- Oft with the Morn's hoar crystal quaintly 
cation, and hospitality are still other glassed, 
phases of homemaking which must not Hangs, a pale mourner for the summer 
be overlooked in this br oader interpre- ' past, 
tation of home economics, for all too And makes a little summer where it 
often they are crowded out by the rou- grows: 
tine tasks of cleaning, dishwashing, In the chill sunbeam of the faint brief 
laundering, and food preparation. day . 
A most casual survey of the field The dusky waters shudder as they shine: 
which is open to schools and colleges, The russet leaves obstruct the straggling 
where homemaking education is given, way 
cannot but make one r ealize most keenly Of oozy brooks, which no deep banks de- · 
the importance of the work which is un- fine, 
dertaken and the tremendous r esponsi- And the gaunt woods, in ragged, scant ar-
bility which r ests with the administra- ray, 
tion and the teaching staff in inter - Wrap their old limbs with sombre ivy. 
preting aright homemaking to the stu- twine. 
dent body, whether it be la rge or small. - Hartley Coleridge. 
In studying any college catalog one 
finds a natural division of subject matter . llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
to give a point of view on the importance 
of homemaking in r elation to the im-
mediate family, the community and the 
nation. It aims, also, to discuss the man-
agement problems of the homemaker 
from a management angle. 
Special stress is placed upon the use 
of time and the use of money since t hese 
are doubtless two of the most vital prob-
lems in a large number of homes. Budget-
ing of the family income so as to make 
possible proper standards for food, shel-
ter, clothing, operating and development 
is considered in detail in order to en-
courage careful planning and wise pur-
chasing. The importance of keeping sim-
ple records of expenditures is stressed as 
a step toward sane budgeting and various 
forms of accounts are discussed. 
Thruout the course the partnership of 
the husband and wife, as senior members, 
and the children, as junior members, is 
recognized as one of the most essential 
conditions for family solidarity. While 
there are those who believe that "com-
petition is the life of business," neither 
the business side, the civic, nor the social 
side of the home can flourish excepting 
as cooperation, instead of competition, is 
the keystone." 
The second course offered is, in reality, 
the laboratory side of home management. 
Two houses, which have been remodeled 
a nd equipped in a manner similar to that 
of the average home, are situated on the 
campus and in them the senior students 
live for a period of six weeks. A mem-
ber of the staff of the division of home 
economics lives in each house thru the 
year and acts in an advisory capacity. 
The larger house accommodates eleven 
and the smaller accommodates seven res-
idents. 
Just as the home management lectures 
are designed to discuss management 
problems from a management angle so 
the course offered at the home manage-
ment houses gives opportunity for each 
student to carry the management respon-
sibilities of a home. Each young woman 
has her turn in being a hostess, buying, 
planning menus, caring for food in the 
house, keeping accounts, preparing food 
and cleaning. 
Because the student is carrying other 
college courses at the same time it is not 
possible for her to shoulder all of the re-
sponsibilities at one time, as does the av-
erage homemaker, but the division is 
made in such a way that thruout the en-
tire period there is a constant opportun-
ity for developing managerial ability. 
Time r ecords ar e kept daily by each 
member and these are summarized and 
discussed by. the entire group with a view 
(Contfnued on page 16) 
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Home Economics Venture Upon "India's Coral Strand" 
By MARCIA E. TURNER, Associate Professor of Horne Economics 
IMAGINE, if you can, how it would seem 
to be teaching Home Economics in In-
dia, filling in your odd moments by man-
aging a palace or two-or three-for the 
Maharajah and otherwise making your-
self generally useful about the place. No 
danger of boredom in a job like that! 
That is quite the impression I bad 
when I heard Mrs. Ann Gilchrist Strong 
tell about her four years at Baroda, In-
dia. She went there to organize home 
economics in teacher training colleges 
and high schools, and while she was 
about it, as I suggested, she did several 
other little things during her leisure 
time. 
Mrs. Strong is an American woman, 
formerly dean of home economics in the 
University of Cincinnati. Following her 
work in India she went on to New Zea-
land, where she is at present dean of 
borne science in the University of Otago, 
one of the affiliated colleges of the Uni-
versity of New Zealand. Coming back 
to the United States on leave of absence 
this fall, she spent a few days in Ames 
on her way east. 
But to go back to this amazing piece 
of work she did in India. The Mahara-
jah, the Gaekwar or ruler, being an ex-
traordinarily progressive soul, decided to 
employ a woman to reorganize his pal-
aces and train his servants. In order, 
I suppose, to make it a full-time position, 
she was to come out under the British 
department of education and organize 
home economics in the schools as well 
as train institutional managers for the 
Gaekwar. The position was at first of-
fered to an English woman, who refused 
. it, evidently feeling that she would be 
serving as a sort of upper housekeeper 
and that she would thereby lose caste. 
Mrs. Strong, on the contrary, welcomed 
the opportunity to get into the sehools, 
and entered whole-heartedly into her 
unique position in charge of just about 
everything pertaining to the palaces and 
guest houses-"everything," she says, 
"except the household gods." 
Her. first big task in organizing home 
economics was to train teachers, who, 
after three years of such preparation, 
would be placed in charge of departments 
formerly allotted to her. 
And listen to this-these students pre-
paring to teach home economics were 
mostly men! According to Mrs. Strong, 
they were really as capable as could be. 
She began with eight men and two wom-
en, all graduates of the University of 
Bombay. 
Her courses included almost every-
thing relating to home economics, with 
particular emphasis upon economic and 
social phases and very little of the tech-
nical and scientific. Naturally, it all 
had to be modified to fit "local condi-
tions." For example, she, being an "out-
east," was not permitted to toueh the 
food, but she got around that very tact-
fully by having her students do it for 
her. And, since the Indian peoples have 
their own hard and fast customs, not to 
mention their cherished recipes and uten-
sils, she must first, before she could 
train her students, familiarize herself 
with it all. 
Ever try cooking an a mud stove? That 
was one thing. Then there were the in-
tricacies of Indian diet-the prevalence 
of dried foods-the method of cooking 
everything, milk and butter included, by 
boiling, and boiling some more. Alas, 
the poor vitamine! 
For every conceivable purpose she had 
to prepare a course of study-here for a 
group of army officers, there a course of 
training for the Maharajah's dressing 
boy. 
That brings us back to the palaces. 
They had to be redecorated and refur-
nished so the first year she spent in 
eliminating things already there. There 
are three classes of palaces. Furnishings 
discarded as unsuitable for the first class 
would do very well for the second class, 
while the third class would be all dressed 
up in the cast-offs from the second class. 
After that, they simply had a sale. (I 
have no doubt that shortly afterward the 
secondhand man did a thriving business, 
with the humbler classes eager to boast 
of owning a piece of genuine palace fur-
niture.) 
Along with the work of redecorating 
the palaces went the reorganization of 
work for greater convenience and facility 
to the servants. For one thing, she short-
ened their hours of work from twelve to 
eight hours a day. In making out her 
time schedules she had all sorts of diffi-
culties, for the servants were fixed in 
their habits and hard to change. Her 
plan here was to train intermediary per-
sons who in turn took groups of servants 
to train. She had been warned that in 
undertaking this work she would be 
treated as a coolie, but never in her ex-
perience, she says, did she find it true. 
Instead, she met kindness and apprecia-
tion· from all quarters. In addition to im-
proving the lot of the servants, she made 
every effort to instill in them a sense of 
loyalty to the Maharajah and of respon-
sibility for his welfare. 
"India is a land of leisure," said Mrs. 
Strong, "yet when they finally make up 
their minds to do a thing, they want to 
do it immediately!" As an illustration 
she told of a proposed visit from the vice-
roy. Known of months in advance, not 
a plan was made for his entertainment 
until within two weeks of his coming. 
Then most elaborate preparations were 
begun. She was called to Calcutta, a 
five days' journey, to prepare the palace, 
and everything was ready on time, even 
though it was past midnight before the 
great day when she, assisted by the gen-
eral of the army, finished making the 
beds for his lordship's party! 
But there are advantages, Mrs. Strong 
maintains, in the unhurried serenity of 
the eastern civilization-the poise that 
finds its opposite in the discordant haste 
after heaven knows what-that im-
pressed her sharply when she returned 
to her own shores. "You don't seem so 
hurried here in the middle west. Sereni-
ty and poise come from a knowledge of 
superiority-an abundant self-respect. 
The English and the East Indians have 
it. Keep your poise-take time to be po-
lite-don't let yourself be rushed to the 
point where you are not the best of 
which you are capable." 
Somehow, I wondered how one could 
do all those things in four years and still' 
be able to speak of leisureliness. But as 
I watched Mrs. Strong, I felt that I knew 
how it was-that calmness and poise are 
qualities of mind and she had been able 
to do great things because she did have 
them. 
The Bell Recipe File 
L ET US introduce the new recipe file 
copyrighted by Viola M. Bell, of the 
home economics division of Iowa State 
College. It is really a very clever scheme 
of filing recipes. The usually disorgan-
ized group of eards found under the titles 
in the recipe file is systematized in such 
a way that one's temper is not lost, nor 
the desire to use the elusive recipe be-
fore it can be discovered lurking in 
some corner. 
This box when opened a,.ppears to be 
much the same as any recipe file- cards 
By OPAL WIND 
filed under the usual title card:;; of bev-
erages, breads, cakes, etc., alphabetically 
arranged. ·with that, however, the an-
alogy ceases. Upon each title card is an 
index, alphabetically arranged, to the 
cards filed under that head and the num-
ber of the card is given. In looking for 
gold cake, a glance at the card shows 
immediately that it is found on card nine 
under cakes. The recipes on the cards 
are printed, giving the ingredients, meth-
od of procedure and number of servings. 
The recipes themselves are those used 
by Miss Bell during her five years at 
Iowa State College, in the course "Tech-
nique of Food Preparation." They may 
be purchased complete at the Student 
Supply Store, Ames, Iowa, at $2.00 a box. 
This new box displays an excellent sys-
tem that is not limited inasmuch as there 
are extra title cards and on these title 
cards are places for adding other recipes. 
Until one has used a recipe file its effi-
ciency may be questioned, but the new 
Bell Recipe File can be found only most 
satisfactory and useful. 
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Carving the Turkey 
By VIOLA M. BELL, Associate Professor of Home Economics 
WHAT a moment of mean-ing to father when, with 
all the family at attention, 
he draws the first measured, 
keen stroke of his knife 
down the brown flank of the 
ThankSgiving turkey! 
Mother-or the flushed, 
happy bride-has done her 
best with the ten or fifteen-
pound fowl. The glowing, 
caramelized brown surface, 
due to the mundane paste 
of butter and flour first ap-
plied, then used in careful 
basting, makes the turkey 
shine with pride. Garnished 
with parsley, curled celery 
or cress, it presents a pic-
ture of fulfilled ambitions, 
tho such may not have been 
its "suppressed desires." 
Beneath its plump breast 
is an enticing stuffing of mere bread 
cubes transformed with seasonings-oys-
ters, chestnuts, apples, raisins, or nuts. 
With mayhap its legs encircled with 
fetching paper frills or bacon curls, the 
turkey has come into its own. 
The head of the family, or the eldest 
son, presiding, has labored long that his 
trustworthy carving knife may fail him 
not. His reputation is at stake. And 
what in his practice bouts has he learned? 
He has learned that the steel is held in 
the left hand, point raised and inclined 
toward the person. The knife is grasped 
in the right hand at an angle of about · 
thirty degrees to the steel. It is drawn 
from point of steel down toward hand 
and from handle to point of knife. He 
must make light, even strokes, first on 
one side of the steel and then on the 
other. Usually one-half dozen strokes 
are sufficient. 
It is a case of Humpty Dumpty with 
the turkey being put together again; but 
the knowledge of the location of the 
bones and joints is essential to success-
ful carving. The texture of the flesh ·in 
relation to its location is also important 
to know. To learn best how to carve is 
"to carve." It aids to study the fowl be-
fore and after it is cooked. To be appe-
tizing meat needs to be cut in thin, even 
slices. 
The turkey, chicken or goose, is placed 
on its back with the drumsticks to the 
right of the carver. Plunge the fork firm-
ly and deeply at the highest point of the 
breast bone, and at the tip of the wish 
bone. A skillful carver does 
not remove the fork during 
the whole time of carv-
ing. Grasp the fork firmly 
in the left hand. Make a cir-
cular cut down to the leg 
joint, forcing the leg over 
sharply from the carcass, so 
as to expose the joint'. Com-
pletely sever the drumstick 
and "second joint," or thigh, 
in one piece. Later, the 
drumstick may be separated 
from the second joint from 
the inside by cutting across 
the point of the angle be-
tween them. Sometimes the 
carver removes the flesh 
from the second joint before 
serving. 
Next carve thin, even 
slices from the breast paral-
lel with the breast bone. 
Carve first on one side of the breast bone, 
then on the other. The wish bone may 
then be removed. 
Carve only enough to serve all the 
guests. Should the whole turkey be re-
quired, t he carving may be started on 
the side farthest from the carver. Under 
the back, on either side of the back bone, 
are two small oyster-shaped pieces of 
dark meat, which are very dainty tidbits. 
With the servings of light and dark 
meat thus arranged on the platter as 
carved, the guest is asked his preference. 
If no choice is expressed, slices of both 
white and dark meat are given, together 
with some dressing and the giblet gravy. 
The feast royal is begun! 
An Interview With Scottish Hockey Coach 
WHAT would Iowa State College be like 
without a campus? What if there 
were no "dorms" or houses? 
These seem among the necessary in-
gredients for a college recipe, yet accord-
ing to Miss Agnes Imrie, the Scottish 
hockey coach visiting Iowa State College, 
"there is no campus or dormitory life ·in 
the average college in Scotland or Eng-
and." 
Miss Imrie, who recently came to Amer-
ica with the English and Scottish hockey 
team, visited Ames for a week . An un-
assuming and charming visitor, she was 
with difficulty inveigled into an inter-
view. 
In answer to a question concerning En-
glish school life, she said: 
"The young women live out in town or 
in the suburbs and go back and forth to 
classes, sometimes consuming as much 
as two hours each way. There is no col-
lege supervision outside of the class-
room," (she smiled as the reporter 
gasped) "and the young women ar e abso-
lutely independent. 
By LUCILE BART A 
"Attempts have been made recently by 
the students to organize themselves into 
student associations. A student union 
obtains a house near the university and 
operates it somewhat in the manner of 
your sorority houses, but as yet the plan 
is in its beginnings. Several wealthy peo-
ple have given over their homes near the 
schools to be used by these organiza-
tions." 
When queried as to the curricula of 
their schools, particularly those offering 
home economics, she continued: "We do 
not have a unified institution composed 
of several colleges as you have here at 
Ames. We have the university for the 
professions, art schools, and agricultural 
schools, but they are separate. It would 
be impossible for a young woman to take 
domestic science, art, or the classics all 
within the same school. She would have 
to take domestic science at Glasgow, art 
in London, and science and language at 
Queen Margaret's College. 
"There is in Scotland, however, the 
Glasgow and West of Scotland School of 
Domestic Science, which most closely re-
sembles your home economics work here. 
It offers a two, three or four-year course 
that prepares the graduates to teach sew-
ing, cooking, millinery, and housekeep-
ing. Many women prepare for catering or 
tea-room managing. 
"The school itself is one huge building, 
one-half being used for classes and the 
other half for dormitory purposes. Never-
theless, most of those enrolled live out in 
Glasgow, rather than in the 'Domestic 
Science Quarters.' Everyone here is en-
rolled in either a two or four-year course. 
In addition the college offers many six 
weeks and three months courses for those 
not desiring the longer ones. Many pros-
pective brides become interested in these 
courses," she said laughingly. "The 
sweetmaking course is very popular. In 
twelve lessons you learn to make all pos-
sible kinds of sweets." 
Then the inevitable question, "Are 
American girls much different than En-
glish?" brought forth: "English women 
(Continued on page 11) 
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Two and \ One;half Miles Saved a Day 
Feat .of Mrs. Carl Rone of Worth County 
By GRATA THORNE 
WH~T the efficiency engineer is to the 
. manufacturer the extension worker 
is to the ):wusewife. How Mrs. Rone, an 
Iowa homemaker, saved an hour and a 
.. half a day, and cut in half the number of 
steps usually taken in preparing her daily 
. m,eals, is the fascinating story brought in 
by Miss Gertrude Lynn of the extension 
department. 
Extension workers from Iowa State Col-
lege have been doing a great deal in 
household management over the state 
with very satisfactory results. Mrs. Carl 
Rone, county chairman of the Woman's 
Farm Bureau work of Worth county, has 
given us a very definite example of im-
provements that may be made thru at-
tending the extension meetings held in 
each county. · 
Mrs, Rone had always been at a loss 
to know what to do with her extremely 
large kitchen, in arranging it to the best 
advantage. After having taken the course 
in kitchen rearrangement offered by the 
extension department she proceeded to 
rearrange her kitchen · with these star-
tling results. 
For one week Mrs. Rone wore a pedo-
meter, before rearranging her kitchen, 
and found that she traveled five miles a 
day or 1,825 miles a year in preparing 
the meals for a family of three, and ex-
pended 916 hours in the preparation. 
After rearranging the kitchen Mrs. Rone 
found that she traveled only two and one-
N 
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half miles per day or 912 miles per year 
and spent only 4456 hours in doing ex-
actly the same work. 
The diagrams show the chief ways in 
which Mrs. Rone saved steps and the 
paths she traveled in her kitchen before 
and after-walking only one-half as far 
in the rearranged kitchen. 
Changing the position of the kitchen 
table, kitchen cabinet and sink were per-
haps the greatest factors in step-saving, 
for she grouped these in the ell of her 
kitchen. 
On first thought small articles do not 
appar ently play a part in step-saving-
kitchens and yet they are vitally impor-
tant. The dishpan was moved from the 
pantry to a shelf by the sink; the utility 
shelf from the south wall to above the 
sink on which she kept cleaning mate-
rials and a clock by which she schedules 
her work in the kitchen; the broom, dust-
pan, and match holder were placed by the 
stove. 
She lowered the coffee mill one and 
one-half feet by the kitchen cabinet and 
raised the sink three inches since it is 
essential that all equipment be placed so 
that it will require as little stooping and 
reaching as possible. 
All cooking pans in constant use were 
moved from the pantry and cellar way 
to the kitchen cabinet, while the dishes 
that were seldom used were placed on a 


































utensils were placed in the kitchen cabi-
net. 
The pump was moved to the right side 
of the sink so that the dishes could be 
washed and wiped from left to right, set 
on the kitchen cabinet and then put in 
the cupboard with but comparatively few 
steps. . 
Recipe books, which had been kept in 
the top drawer of the kitchen cabinet, 
were placed in a rack on the door of the 
cabinet, allowing more drawer space for 
kitchen knives and other small articles. 
The most often used kitchen spoons, 
egg beaters, potato mashers and the like 
were moved from the kitchen cabinet to 
hooks above the sink. A trap with a 
vent was placed in the sink drain. The 
kitchen was then refreshened by paint, 
new oilcloth for the shelves and linoleum 
for the floor. A neat kitchen requires a 
definite place for each article, so acces-
sory kitchen equipment must be given a 
place in the kitchen. Mrs. Rone kept her 
wood box in the northeast corner of her 
room and her fireless cooker underneath 
the sink. The kitchen stool, which is al-
ways essential, fitted in nicely between 
the sink and drop-leaf table, which was 
fastened to the west wall of the room. 
After arranging the sink, stove and 
kitchen cabinet compactly in the ell of 
the kitchen and the kitchen table and 







(Continued on page 16) 
The kitchen before and after rearrangement. The dotted lines indicate the paths Mrs. Rone traveled preparing her 
meals. 1. Woodbox. 2. Table. 3. Kitchen cabinet. 4. Large fireless cooker. 5. Stove. 6. Coal hod. 7. Magazine stand. 
8. Pump. 9. Kitchen stool. 10. Water pail. 11. Sink. 12. Small fireless cooker. 13. Rocker. 14. Drop table. 15. Foot 
stool. 16. Flower box. 17. Sewing machine. 18. Sewing table. 
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Cranberries for Thanksgiving 
WHEN Mark Train got as far as Italy, 
on the trip which resulted in "A 
Tramp Abroad," he became discouraged, 
wrote a homesick panegyric on the good 
things that he could not get 1n Europe, 
and made a list of viands to be ordered 
by the steamer preceding his, to await 
him on his return. Among these dishes 
were turkey and cranberry sauce. 
In America, cranberry sauce, associat-
ed inseparably with turkey, is unrivaled 
as an accompaniment for any poultry or 
game. At this season, large boxes of 
deep red cranberries give rich holiday 
hues to many of the market windows. 
The Thanksgiving feast will have its 
berries and the Thanksgiving spirit will 
hover wide over the land. 
Henry T. Finck says "Perhaps I erred 
in saying that pumpkin pie is, next to 
apple pie, the most characteristic Amer-
ican pastry dish. It certainly is not 
more so than cranberry pie." 
The cranberry is not exclusively Amer-
ican, for it grows in Europe, but Ameri-
ca!! epicures discovered its rare gastro-
nomic merits. It took genius to do this, 
for in its natural wild state the berry is 
excessively astringent and acid. But it 
had a flavor that made an irresistible ap-
peal and invited further cultivation. 
The cranberry has long been impor-
tant commercially in parts of North 
America, particularly in the Cape Cod 
region, where it was first cultivated. 
Massachusetts is still the largest produc-
ing state. The markets also received 
large quantities from New J ersey, Wis-
consin, Virginia and Georgia, and small 
supplies from several other states. The 
soil for producing them must be a marsh 
or muck that can be drained a foot below 
the surface and is capable of being flood-
ed in winter to protect the roots. 
Because it grows upon low, moist soil, 
it utilizes to great profit hundreds of 
acres of marshy land which would other-
wise be almost worthless. Bog lands 
which were worth five dollars an acre 
are now worth from $300 to $700 per acre. 
The annual production is 3,000,000 bush-
els. 
Particularly agreeable is the Oxycoc-
cus erythrocarpus, a variety which grows 
in the mountains of Virginia and Geor-
gia. It has been doubled in size by cul-
tivation and its flavor improved by en-
riching and draining the soil and in other 
ways. The berries ripen in the autumn 
in the districts where they are grown 
extensively. The "picking season" is 
a bonanza to every man, woman and 
child. The pickers are generally paid 
about 75 cents a bushel. Two bushels 
is considered an average day's work, but 
experts often gather five and sometimes 
seven bushels. The berries are gathered 
with a wooden comb or the extended fin-
gers. 
The berries keep their flavor for 
weeks if properly packed, and are 
shipped to all parts of America, to the 
West Indies, England, France, Italy and 
Germany. 
More money has been made and more 
lost in the cultivation of cranberries 
than with almost any other berry. Too 
frequently the crop is a total failure. The 
By KATHERINE GOEPPINGER 
cranberry worm devastates the bushes, 
or an early frost kills the berries. 
Cranberries vary widely in price. This 
season, the average retail price is 15 
cents per pound. They spoil easily, but 
can be kept for some time if they are put 
in jars with water and set in a cool 
place. It may be necessary to replenish 
the water occasionally. 
Medium-sized berries are generally 
more solid, and therefore keep better 
than those that are especially large. Buy 
the darkest cranberries, because the 
darker the berry the richer the flavor. 
Great care should be taken in cool weath-
er to avoid buying berries which have 
been bitten by frost. 
Cranberries should be cooled in porce-
lain, granite or stoneware and should 
not be sweetened until they have cracked 
open, unless one wishes to preserve them 
whole. 
Cranberries are considered astrin-
gent, and thought to restore the appe-
tite. A noted French gourmet once said, 
"Cranberry pie provides an inviting tonic, 
inspires keen digestion and stimulates 
healthy mental activity." Whether the 
statement is true or not, we must admit 
that many excellent dishes may be pre- · 
pared from cranberries. A few selected 
recipes for the holidays and other days 
·are printed in this issue. 
Cranberry Sauce 
Cook one pint of cranberries with one 
pint of boiling water five minutes after 
boiling begins (closely covered), strain, 
add a cup of sugar and let boil once. 
Skim and set aside to cool. 
Cranberry Sauce No. 2 
Use one-half as much sugar, by meas-
ure, as cranberries and one-half as much 
water as sugar. Cover and cook ten min-
utes- long cooking makes the sauce bit-
ter-then skin and cool. 
Cranberry Jelly 
Cook one quart of cranoerries in a cup 
of water over a hot fire about five min-
utes, or until the berries burst. With a 
wooden spoon, press the pulp thru a 
coarse sieve, add a pint of sugar and stir 
until the sugar is dissolved, then pour 
into cups or moulds to cool. The sauce 
will not jelly if boiled after the sugar is 
added. 
Cranberry jelly may be used as a salad 
if it is stiff enough to hold its shape. Cut 
into half-inch cubes. Place on lettuce, 
sprinkle with broken nut meats and 
serve with mayonnaise or cream salad 
dressing. 
Cranberry Pie 
Beat two eggs until whites and yolks 
are well mixed; beat into these one cup 
of sugar, and then one cup of cranberries, 
cut in halves, and add a half teaspoonful 
of salt. Bake in one crust, with a rim 
and strips across the top. 
Frozen Cranberries 
4 cups cranberries 
2~ cups cugar 
11,1! cups boiling water 
Pick over and wash cranberries, add 
water and sugar and cook ten minutes, 
skimming during the cooking. Rub thru 
a sieve, cool, and pour into one-pound 
baking powder boxes. Pack in ice and 
salt (equal parts), and let stand four 
hours. Serve as cranberry sauce or jelly 
substitute. 
Cranberry Frappe 
1 quart cranberries 
2 cups water 
2 cups sugar 
Juice of 2 lemons 
Cook cranberries ln water eight min-
utes. Force thru a sieve and add sugar 
and lemon juice. Freeze to a mush, 
using equal quantities of ice and salt. .-
Steamed Cranberry Pudding 
72 cup butter 
1 cup sugar 
3 eggs 
31;2 cups flour 
1~ tbsp. baking 
powder 
72 cup milk 
172 c. cranberries 
Cream butter and sugar, add well-
beaten eggs. Add sifted flour and bak-
ing powder alternately witb. milk to 
first mixture, stir in berries, turn into 
buttered mold, cover and steam three 
hours. Serve with sweetened cream, 
flavored with nutmeg. 
Cranberry Sherbet 
1 egg white 
4 cups suger 
3 pints water 
Juice of 1 lemon 
2 quarts of cranberries 
Sort berries, cover with hot water and 
cook until tender. Strain, add sugar and 
cook until dissolved, then add lemon 
juice and turn into a freezer. When in-
gredients are thoroughly chilled, add 
beaten egg white and continue freezing. 
Do not allow cranberry sherbet to stand 
in freezer. 
Cranberry Dumplings 
1 cup split cranberries 
2 cups flour 
1 cup milk 
1 teaspoon salt 
1 teaspoon baking powder 
3 eggs 
1 teaspoon chopped suet 
Sift flour, baking powder and salt. Beat 
egg yolks, add milk and add to flour with 
suet. Stir, add whites of eggs, well 
beaten; lastly, add cranberries. Make 
into balls as large as peaches. Dip small, 
squar e cloths into boiling water, wring 
dry, and dip in flour, then put in the 
dumpling and tie tightly, leaving room 
to &well. Serve with butter or syrup. 
Spiced Cranberry Jelly 
1 qt. cranberries 
1 c. boiling water 
2 c. sugar • 
% c. cold water 
1 stick cinnamon 
24 whole cloves 
6 allspice berries 
Salt 
Pick over and wash berries. Add boil-
ing water and let boil until the berries 
are soft. Rub thru a sieve and add r e-
maining ingredients. Bring to a boil, let 
simmer 15 minutes, then turn into a mold 
and chill. 
Spiced cranberry ice may be made by 
adding to the above recipe one cup of 
water and the juice of one lemon, and 
freezing. 
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Who 1s Responsible for the Child-
THAT Old-maid Aunt irritates me ! The 
concluding paragraph of her other-
wise rather pretty and sweet story is my 
only provocation for writing. Mind you, 
I have never seen the lady in question, 
nor have I the remotest idea as to who 
she is. Frankly, I inquired concerning 
her so that I might better appreciate her 
philosophy. But even women editors at 
times realize the value of a confidence, 
expressed or implied * * * how dare 1 
continue now? 
Really, however, I am not quite as bad 
as that, and I must confess that women 
are not entirely devoid of certain vir-
tues. And yet I must guard against betray-
ing a weakness said to be rather common 
with them-I must strive to divorce com-
pletely the personal touch. Two reasons 
prompt me to such a course. First. some-
thing emphasizes the occasion as one 
demanding an effort at a semblance of 
gallantry because the lady concerned is 
unknown. Second, it is quite possible 
that I may meet her, and it is not always 
easy, satisfactorily, to explain away the 
written word-to a woman! 
Essentially, her plea is to discount the 
importance of the parents in the welfare 
of their child. Admittedly, she does not 
say that the parents are without any in-
fluence in shaping the life of the child. 
What she leads one to infer is that such 
influence is quite smaller than is com-
monly accepted as the case. This should, 
in justice to her, be modified. For she 
would make a distinction between imme-
diate parents (mother and father) and 
other parents of varying remoteness 
(grandmother and grandfather, great-
grandmother and great-grandfather, and 
so on as far back as one wishes or dares 
to go to establish a point). In other 
words, she virtually accepts the molding 
power of heredity in the conduct of off-
spring, but she would too generously ac-
knowledge the credit or blame due to the 
ages that have passed. 
This difficulty is really one of degree 
and not of kind. We graciously concur in 
the tribute she would pay our ancestor's 
worth. One could hardly do otherwise on 
reflection. We all of us have one mother 
and one father, two grandmothers and 
two grandfathers, four great-grandmoth-
ers and four great-grandfathers, eight 
great-great,grandmothers and eight great-
great-grandfathers, and so on. As we 
go back from generation to generation we 
observe that the number of our grand-
parents increases-increatles very rapidly, 
at a geometrical rate, as one says, It 
r equires but little imagination to see the 
end of this process of rapid multiplica-
tion of forbears. 
If we go back but a comparatively 
short time, as far as the age of man is 
concerned, we are struck with the idea 
that most of us must be blood relatives. 
There simply were not enough grandpa-
rents so that each of us might have his 
or her own fam-ily tree distinct from an-
other's. 
Or, to take another illustration, let us 
choose an extraordinarily simple bit of 
Is Anyone Responsible? 
By "A BACHELOR" 
life, a single cell. It literally multiplies 
by dividing. For, from one cell we get 
two cells by a process of subdivision and 
growth, and from two cells we get four, 
and from the four cells eight, and so on, 
until after a surprisingly small number 
of generations (neglecting deaths and so-
called twinnings and the like) we find that 
there have actually descended or as-
cended directly from the one cell mil-
lions of other cells. These are all "blood 
relatives." In each of these cells there 
must be something belonging to the orig-
inal cell. It is a clear case of heredity, 
of transmitted characteristics. 
Just to digress for a moment, we see 
here a kind of proof offered by some of 
life-hereafter, even of immortality, possi-
bily, because the first cells, just like our 
very remote ancestors, really never died 
in the sense that part of them go on liv-
ing in their descendants. 
We grant, then, the contribution of 
our more or less remote ancestors. But 
we insist that this contribution for a 
given ancestor, as for a given cell, must 
be less, the more removed it is from the 
latest offspring. Obviously, the first cell 
after being divided, as it were, many mil-
lions of times thru the host of later gen-
erations, is found but to an extremely 
small degree in its latest, or shall we say 
youngest, members. That is, the nine-
tieth generation, for example, has given 
more of itself to the ninety-first genera-
tion than has, let us say, the fifth genera-
tion. 
One conspicuous weakness of this argu-
ment lies in this; it is quite probable that 
from the point of view of heredity the 
sum of the contributions of the first 
eighty-nine generations may exceed that 
of the ninetieth alone. But we are in-
terested now in making a case for the im-
mediate parents, to show that a given 
generation has more effect, contributes 
more, than a generation further removed 
from the offspring under consideration-
the child of today. 
Even were this not the case it still 
would be inexpedient (as distasteful as 
this term may be at times) to agree with 
our friend the Old-maid Aunt that, "They 
(the children) belong to the race and 
not to any individual father or mother." 
I almost find myself incoherent becaf.tse 
of something akin to rage, I hardly dare 
say righteous indignation, when I read 
that sentence. 
Doesn't it hurt just a little to be told 
that after all we are just so many "Top-
sies"? That we "jest growed"? Doesn't 
it wear rather harshly, or even cruell)! 
tear that delicate fabric which so beau-
tifully covers a home, to be told that the 
mothers and fathers should not take their 
efforts too seriously, that, after all, Mary 
and Johnnie will pull thru in one way or 
another? 
But I must repress what appears to be 
the fount of gushing and maudlin senti-
mentality. A Bachelor isn't supposed to 
do that even when writing for a journal 
devoted primarily to the ladies! 
Now, that is only part of the story. The 
factors determining the conduct of all 
things, both animate and inanimate, may 
l'le classified conveniently under two 
headings. First, there is heredity. Sec-
ond, there is environment. We have con-
sidered only the first. What of the sec-
ond? 
Environment plays a variable role in 
one's life. But always some kind of a 
part. Some enthusiasts would exagger-
ate its importance, while others with a 
zeal no less ardent would minimize its 
value. There is even a third group which 
can see no distinction between it and 
heredity. This, however, does not se-
riously affect the issue, for then It is 
merely a question of definition. 
Granting that environment must be 
considered as a contributing factor in the 
upbringing of a child, and omitting en-
tirely any consideration of its compara-
tive value with heredity, we have to use 
it in the case of "The individual father 
or mother" vs. "The race." Here it is 
rather difficult to attempt any quantita-
tive study, an expression iiJ. matnematical 
terms, as some will do in the case of 
heredity. It really does seem reasonable, 
however, to expect that the ninetieth 
generation can better influence the en-
vironment of the ninety-first generation· 
(Continued on page .17) 
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The Evolution of Home Economics 
III. Dormitory Life From '93 to '99 
By RUTH ELAINE WILSON 
at Iowa State 
DORMITORY LIFE from '93 to '99 was interesting, to put it m ildly. One 
could not attempt to describe its ups and 
downs in detail, but here follows a few of 
the ups and several of the downs which 
may go to prove the time-worn axiom, 
"History repeats itself." 
The first three of these years saw the 
passing of the boys and girls from Old 
Main to Margaret Hall, the actual pass-
ing taking place in the fall of 1895. 
What of rules during this period? Of 
course, there were rules. Now, imagine 
:vourself a home economics student in 
this period. You would raise a sleepy 
head in the morning. "Six-thirty! Why, 
I'll be late for my 7 o'clock class!" For 
classes in those days began at 7 and en-
dured or, in some cases, perhaps, were 
endured, until 5, with the customary hour 
off at noon for dinner. From 5 to 6 you 
might go walking or calling, from 6 to 7 
was the supper hour and from 7: 30 to 10 
were study hours. The library in Morrill 
Hall was open v.ntil 9. 
Dormitory rules were strict and with 
the few students it was quite possible to 
check up, quite possible and absolutely 
annoying. Picnic permits, church en-
gagements, all these were dispensed with 
a smile and a warning directly from pro-
ducer to consumer; i . e., from the presi-
dent to a supplicating student. The per-
mission was reported to the preceptress 
and the party was on or off, this last in 
case of picnics. 
A party of young people set off one 
bright May Saturday for the Ledges, that 
beautiful spot so familiar to students of 
today. Everyone was jubilant. They were 
to stay all day, but must be home at 7. 
The Ledges reached, the party proceeded 
to picnic and the whole affair was a 
grand success. The girls had planned a 
real home economics picnic lunch, a cred-
it to them, and the boys had contributed 
right unstintingly in the way of appetites 
and transportation. The appetites were 
all that could have been desired. The 
same may not be said of the transporta-
tion. Somewhere on the return trip the 
surrey "threw a wheel." Horrors! It 
would take an hour to fix it and they 
were to be in by 7. The girls were in 
thrills of suspense and the boys wer e as 
reassuring as the circumstances made 
possible. 
The picnickers at 8: 30 and the girls 
made their way to their rooms to await 
the inevitable, bottled wrath. The wrath 
was long in the unbottling and the sus-
pense was miserable. Sunday was en-
tirely ruined, Monday came and it was 
blue. StHI no unbottling. On Monday 
evening one of the specimens in suspense 
sat down on the grass to study and looked 
up shortly to behold none other than the 
tall figure of the president approaching. 
There was but one thing to be expected 
from such an advance, a complete and 
deserved tongue-lashing. The salutation 
from Prexy fell like a bomb explosion on 
her ears. 
"Well, are you happy?" and then, 
"Well, now, I mistook you for my daugh-
ter, Hazel." The · reaction 
was too much. The speci-
men poured out the tale on 
the surprised ears of the 
president. The tale was 
new to him. So much for 
the word of mere boys! But 
he was deliciously sympa-
thetic, and the specimen be-
came a free woman. She 
went back to "Old Main" 
with an "Ain't it a Gran' an' 
Glorious Feelinug" state of 
mind. If you are inclined to 
charity, you may lay what 
follows to the results of the 
reaction. At all events, the 
specimen reported to her 
fellows in crime that there 
was a reckoning day near 
hand. I shall not attempt 
to describe what followed 
the revelation of her dupli-
Iowa State Campus in '93. At the extreme left is 
"Old Main," and to the right Morrill Hall and Mar-
garet Hall. 
city, but I do feel in the cause of justice 
that I am duty bound to record that a 
private stretching too place in the dormi-
tory not long after the revelation. 
Did I mention that lights were out in 
the dormitories at 10 o'clock? We stu-
dents of today may fondly imagine that 
we know what is meant by the word 
"spread," but we have no idea of what 
it embraced in those days. The candy 
making and the banqueting "after hours" 
were done on an elaborate scale with the 
assistance in several instances of small 
oil-stoves, carefully concealed in closets 
or under beds for oil-stoves were dis-
tinctly contrabrand. Nearby farmers sold 
cream, slices of ham, bacon and fresh 
eggs, for town was not as accessible as 
today and necessity became the true 
mother of invention. Some supplies were 
smuggled or brought from the dorm din-
ing room. H ere follows a fudge recipe 
as made by an enterprising and clever 
home economics student of the day : 
F udge a Ia Dorm itor y 
As much sugar as you can get in a nap-
kin; 
As much butter as can be gotten between 
two slices of bread; 
As much cream as would go in a tooth-
brush mug; 
All the chocolate you can swipe, beg or 
borrow from roommate and friends; 
A pinch of salt; 
Must be made in a small dish pan and 
carefully cooled under the bed. 
The dining room was a merry place. 
Both at Old Main and later at Margaret 
Hall the boys and girls took their meals 
together. They were permitted to choose 
table(; and changed at the end of each 
semester. Then there was the Faculty-
Senior baseball game. 
And let's begin a new paragraph, for 
it was such an event, you know. It was 
an annual affair- not to beat them, you 
understand, just the game itself. Beat-
ing the faculty was not an easy feat and 
was not accomplished often. In fact, it 
hadn't been done for positive ages, but, 
of course, what is a senior class without 
faith in its baseball team? 
The games were held in what is now 
the open space a little north and east of 
Engineering Hall. The hour arrived, the 
crowd gathered, faculty women on one 
side, the girls on the other, the game 
was called. Do not expect me to relate 
the outs and ins of the game, who fanned 
and who hit that famous home run. I 
am not here to recount the technicalities 
of "steals" and "spit balls." That would 
require the mentality of a sports report-
er and the advantage of an eye-witness. 
I have been neither. Suffice it to say: 
the senior class played the faculty and 
won! In the year of our Lord one tho)l-
sand eight hundred and ninety-nine! 
The game was over and the rejoicing 
of the multitude knew no bounds ; it over-
flowed into the streets, rent the heavens 
and part of it sallied forth into the din-
ing hall with the crowd. I repeat! You 
should have been there. There were no 
law and order that evening. A distracted 
preceptress might frown in vain. The 
boys clinked their glasses, a horribly bar-
baric custom never to be countenanced 
on ordinary occasions, and the girls did 
what they could. According to history 
this was quite a considerable. One young 
miss, blonde and in modern vernacular 
"peppy," smuggled h er tin horn into the 
hall. It was a daring thmg to do, but 
that horn had been purchased with the 
express purpose of urging the fighting he-
roes on to victory. It had accomplished 
the mission, why abandon it in its hour 
of glory? Thus reasoned the B. M. 
(Blonde Miss, of course; look at the be-
ginning of the paragraph) ; · moreover, 
when blown, it emitted a most unholy and 
ear-splitting blast and was absolutely es-
sential to the self-expression of B. M. Ac-
cordingly, it was smuggled in and blown 
within less than six feet of the precep-
tress herself. 
Let all due credit be given to the Se-
nior class of '9, but let us not forget the 
contribution of the Blonde Miss. 
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Why lS a Mulligan? 
By "JOE BAGGS" 
time during the cooking a faith-
ful attendant must be watchmg 
to prevent the accidents that 
might befall. To th!! mulligan 
artist this vigil is a labor of love 
and he will entrust the task to 
no one, but will insist on assum-
ing it himself. 
Much is added to the enjoy-
ment of a mulligan if there be 
the proper setting. A day in 
early November with its invigor-
ating air and bright sunshine is 
the time. A secluded ravine 
flanked by beautiful trees is the 
place and should be both kitchen 
and dining room. Given the 
above there is nothing to com-
pare with a liberal helping of 
well-prepared mulligan. 
IN FAIRNESS to the Division 
of Home Economics, in whose 
official publication this article 
appears, let it be said that full 
responsibility .for all statements · 
contained is assumed by the au-
thor, a mere man, and nothing 
is to be construed as having the 
sanction of anyone connected 
with the above named division. 
We realize that, were the dieti-
tian's measuring stick applied to 
the formula proposed for the 
wish described, many readjust-
ments would be indicated. If the 
nutritive ratio were determined 
or the number of calories calcu-
lated, doubtless great discrepan-
cy would be shown in the blend-
ing of the ingredients. One thing 
can certainly be claimed, how-
ever, and that is that the mix-
ture contains all the vitamins 
known to science. 
Confessing, then, at the outset 
that a mulligan is not a scientifi-
cally prepared concoction, we lay 
Mulligan artists chose nature's dining room. We might 
venture a guess that "Joe Baggs" and his pall are college 
professors. 
As to just what makes up the 
mulligan it has been intimated 
before that whatever is at hand 
is the material to use .. The more 
ingredients, the better. Several 
varieties of meat, including 
fowl, pork and beef, should be 
claim to one thing only: that it . is a dish 
that a man can prepare, and that all men 
and most women who have tried it are 
willing to admit is edible and, indeed, 
eatable. 
The first authentic record of mulligan 
preparation is contained in Macbeth and 
proves that as early as the Shakespearian 
age some were familiar with it. The 
witches were making preparation for a 
feed as below indicated: 
Round about the cauldron go; 
In the poisoned entrals throw. 
Toad that under the cold stone, 
Days and nights has twenty-one 
Sweltered venom sleeping got, 
Boil thou first in the charmed pot. 
Fillet of a fenny snake, 
In the cauldron boil and bake 
Adder's fork and blind worm's 
Lizard's leg and owlet's wing. 
For a charm of powerful trouble 
Like a hell broth boil and bubble. 
Double, double, toil and trouble, 
Fire burn, and cauldron bubble. 
sting 
The up-to-date mulligan is concocted on 
the same broad lines as laid down by 
Shakespeare in the above. True, there 
are a number of ingredients enumerated 
that have no appeal to modern tastes, but 
the general hit and miss plan of selecting 
what is at hand to form an integral part 
of the mulligan is commendable. 
. In planning a mulligan the number of 
individuals to be served is to be consid-
ered. If all participants are men, the 
quantity prepared must be at least double 
that estimated, because no group of men 
ever sat down to a feast of this kind and 
was satisfied if the usual rules of the 
caterer were followed in estimating 
quantities. 
The utensils to be used in the prep-
aration of a mulligan may be just as 
plain or just as elaborate as fancy dic-
tates. It may be cooked in an aluminum 
fireless cooker, in an open granite ket-
tle, in a tin dishpan or a galvanized pail. 
But prepared in any of these there is 
something lacking. The expert mulligan 
cook will not guarantee his product, nor 
will he make a public demonstration of 
his art except the vessel used be an old-
fashioned iron pot. This vessel is at its 
best only when suspended by a wire from 
a cross pole, supported at the ends by 
forked sticks set inversely in the ground. 
Beneath .this swinging pot the fire must 
be laid properly. The wood to use must 
be good, dry, hard wood, such as oak. It 
must not be used too liberally. Only the 
quantity is to be used for replenishment 
that will keep the mess simmering gen-
tly. 
A mulligan is like good wine. It re-
quires time to prepare it properly. Six 
hours is not too long to cook it. All the 
used. Vegetables of every obtainable 
kind may be incorporated. Following is 
a suggested list of "fixins" that the 
author has tried on some one thou-
sand or less individuals, among them 
deans, professors, assistants, preachers, 
janitors, and just folks , all of whom have 
apparently met the test without flinching, 
and have come out none the worse for 
the encounter. Menu for twenty 
1 fat hen 
2 pounds salt pork 
3 pounds fat beef 
2 onions 
2 pounds tomatoes 
1 small head cabbage 
1 pound carrots 
1 pound turnips 
1 can corn 
1 can peas 
1 can tomatoes 1 head celery 
1 can beans 1 cup rice 
Salt, pepper and paprika to taste. Cook 
the meats until the bones remove easily, 
at least one to two hours. Add the vege-
tables and sufficient water so there will 
be no scorching and allow "her" to sim-
mer for hours and hours. It is absolute-
ly essential that the cook, assuming the 
same is a man, should smoke a pipe while 
watching the pot. This keeps him awake. 
He who partakes liberally of the above 
may "wrap the drapery of his couch about 
him and lie down to pleasant dreams." 
Turning the Corners Up 
ARE YOUR corners turned up? Ah, there is no time like the present 
to do this little but most vital thing of 
life. Oh, this life of ours is so taken up 
with innumerable good things that it is a 
crime to miss any of them. You'll miss a 
whole lot if you're not in trim with living 
and healthy enough to be glad you're 
alive. You are absolutely out of trim and 
By LAURA E. BUBLITZ 
harmony with the world unless your mind 
and body are working together and tuned 
in the same key. 
How many of you have listened to a 
great violinist and wished that some day 
you might do something half so wonderful 
and joy-giving and inspiring? Or, maybe 
you have turned around while on your 
way to classes to watch a person whose 
smiling face or easy way of gliding along 
made him stand out ·from the other pass-
ersby. Probably at the time you didn't 
think about it, but the thing that made 
the person with the happy expression and 
cheerful, free way of walking stand out 
from all others was the magnetism of his 
(Continued on page 18) 
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The Sport of Amateur Housekeeping 
By ANNA JACOBSON, College Library 
1 FEEL properly apologetic for ventur-
ing to introduce the Amateur Home-
maker to her sister professionals; for, 
quite rightly, the amateur is not highly 
regarded by the finished artist. It 
is much as if the first-reader class 
should call on Professor Noble to give 
him some pointers on literature. Still, 
there may be a place in some corner for 
the amateur also, when she scrupulously 
refrains from encroaching on the pre-
serves of the professional, and contents 
herself with housekeeping as a sport. 
Now, a sport should not be tainted with 
professionalism. The game is the thing. 
It should have an element of chance, and 
not be taken too seriously. The amateur 
is a free lance. She has no standard to 
maintain. She may admiringly and can-
didly admit that standardization is· one 
of the front wheels of progress, and yet 
have her little fling at standardized diets, 
color-schemes, and kitchens. Let the 
amateur stalk forth blithely to her im-
pressionistic, sketchy, irresponsible, and 
adventurous housekeeping. It is a good, 
sane, homely· game, if you take it that 
way. Only, you must shut your ears to 
the everlasting Hallelujah chorus of ef-
ficiency, or you are lost. 
Housekeeping, as a sport, is perhaps 
particularly adapted to the middle years, 
tho there is no time limit. The very 
young may feel a stronger call to the 
movie, the dance, or mah-jong; others 
may prefer to manage clubs. or engage 
passionately in social uplift, in their leis-
ure hours. Houseeeping is commended 
to the betwixt-and-between folks who 
have no strong predilictions or bri11iant 
accomplishments to lend gayety to more 
colorful recreations. 
I admit candidly that housekeeping is a 
rather exacting sport, and takes large toll 
of one's precious spare time. It will not, 
for instance, leave you so very much time 
to improve your mind; but privately I 
think it is good for our minds to be left 
alone once in a while, to grow, instead 
of having facts stuffed into them over-
time. Anyway, I don't want to improve 
my mind. I want to do all sorts of silly 
pieasant things with my hands. I want 
to go home and scrub floors. bake a big 
luscious pie, and paint my kitchen chairs 
blue, or maybe a primrose yellow. In 
season I want to stick some seeds in the 
ground (a garden belongs with a house), 
and have them astonish me by coming up 
bravely to shower joy on an undeserving 
gardener. 
If you combine gardening (for fresh 
air) and scrubbing (for exercise) you 
have a combination that beats golf for 
th.e sedentary worker, and you have some-
thing to show for it besides. . Then, 
think how tired you get of the other wom-
an's taste- or lack of it- in wallpaper 
and rugs, salads and desserts. Think of 
having rooms (in the plural!) even to at-
tic and cellar and kitchen. 
Nor is the sport necessarily expensive, 
as it incidentally provides for the every-
day · necessities of food and shelter. Pe-
riod furniture, oriental rugs, refectory 
tables, and breakfast a lcoves, are not es-
sential; tho a gateleg table and an arm 
chair of individuality- say, . with perma-
nently waved legs-give a pleasant air of 
gentility to the humblest abode. 
But whatever you lack, be sure to have 
a kitchen . I insist on that kitchen. It 
is the visible manifestation of a spiritual 
need. I know the social millenium is go-
ing to do away with the kitchen, and a 
few hundred expert cooks will cater to 
the million consumers. All the more rea-
son to enjoy the fragrant, spicy hours 
and come into the kitchen while you have 
a chance. Try one of "Bettina's salads," 
or "1000 ways to please a husband" (even 
if you haven't any to please!). Kitchen 
literature is full of delights if one chooses 
judiciously. There is a real thrill when 
you come across "Living on $500 a year"; 
and if you yearn for the pencil-figure, 
take courage: you may "Eat and grow 
thin." There are other thrilfs, too; for 
cooking, like aeroplaning, has its little 
explosions and sudden falls. 
It is a mistake to regard the kitchen as 
devoid of romance because it deals with 
primitive elemental wants. To scrub, to 
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BEAUTIFUL LAND 
By Aynbah J. Latham 
When first I saw Manhattan, 
With miles of human hives,-
Tier above tier, all crowded 
With swarming human lives,-
I worried for the millions 
Of hungry to be fed, 
And wondered where on earth was grown 
The grain to make their bread. 
But yesterday in riding 
Across your fertile plains, 
I saw a million farm lands 
All golden with their grains: 
So I no longer worry;-
The hungry will be fed: 
Iowa is God's handmaid; 
She serves our daily bread. 
ENCORE 
And now we understand in part 
Whence cometh our bread, 
New York, remember Iowa 
When Grace is said. 
Prof. A. J. Latham is an instructor in 
nublic speaking- at Columbia University. 
She attended the late Vocational Educa-
tion Conference at Ames, and delivered 
several splendid addresses at the confer-
ence. 
She was greatly inspired by the beau-
ty of the campus and the spirit of the 
students at Ames, so much so that she 
has promised to write us a poem about 
Ames. The above is one of h er impres-
sions of Iowa: 
It. is interesting to note the conditions 
under which Miss Latham wrote this 
poem: while on h er way to Ames, she 
was delayed three hours by a freight 
train wreck and wrote this poem while 
waiting. 
- Mary Simons. 
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cook, to bake, to plow, to sow-all the 
plain, hard manual tasks-bring one to 
close contacts with existence at its 
starkest and simplest. That, indeed, is 
the inmost charm of housekeeping, as it 
is of farming. Do you remember the 
sowing of the seed in Hamsun's "Growth 
of the Soil"? That is the epic of the 
farm, but there is a humble epic of the 
kitchen, too. Not that the kitchen is a 
"literary" place-Heaven forbid! But for 
all that, it has an honored place in litera-
ture, from Theocritus to Rupert Brooke. 
Everyone knows what an inimitable 
Roast Pig came out of Cnarles Lamb's 
kitchen, but Carlyle's and Emerson's 
amusing correspondence on cornmeal and 
Johnny-cake is less well known. Charac-
teristically, Carlyle ends with a dityh-
ramb on the transatlantic Johnny-cake: 
"It is really a small contribution 
towards wo:i-ld history, this small act of 
yours and ours. * * * How beautiful 
to think of lean, tough Yankee settlers, 
tough as gutta percha, with most occult, 
imsubduable fire in their bellies, steering 
over the western mountains to annihilate 
the jungle, and bring bacon and corn out 
of it for th e posterity of Adam. The pigs 
in about a year eat up all the rattlesnakes 
for miles around, a most judicious func-
tion on the part of the pigs. Behind· the 
pigs comes Jonathan, with his all-con-
quering ploughshare-glory to him, too! 
Oh, if we were not such a set of cant-
ridden blockheads there is no Athene or 
Herakles equal to this fact:-which will 
find its real 'Poets' some day or other!" 
You may not be one who can sing the 
song of the Johnny-cake and its relations; 
but when the all-too-short day of house-
keeping comes to a close, you view your 
handiwork and declare 'it good. Now 
comes the reward of your toil. In this 
closet space of time you savor life, happy, 
indeed, if you have a beloved guest to 
share with you the lovely, homely things 
in quiet companionship : 
"Filled may thy fair mouth be with 
honey, Thyrsis, and filled with honey-
comb; and the sweet dried fig mayst thou 
eat of Aegilus, for thou vanquishest the 
cicada in song! Lo, here is thy cup: see, 
my friend, of how pleasant a savour! 
Thou wilt think it has been dipped in the 
wellspring of hours." 
An Interview With Scottish 
Hockey Coach 
(Continued from page 5) 
are built for sports- and they go out for 
them. I refer not only to college women, 
but all. They have much greater endur-
ance. I have seldom seen an English 
hockey player 'winded.' They may play 
for 30, 60, or 90 minutes and never show 
signs of fatigue. 
"American girls as a whole do not en-
ter sports so whole-heartedly, conse-
quently they never attain the endurance 
which comes only from long training. 
However, they are very apt, and I only 
regret that I cannot r emain longer to 
produce a championship team here at 
Iowa State College." 
THE IOWA HOMEMAKER 
Who's There and Where 
SPENT YEAR IN PORTO RICO 
Ida Jane Forest, '16, was at h er home 
in Mt. Vernon during the summer, after 
spending a year teaching Home Econom-
ics at Ponce, Porto Rico. Miss Walsey, 
who is at the head of the work in Porto 
Rico, was on the Home Economics facul-
ty at Ames when Miss Forest was in 
school here. 
TAKE UP GRADUATE WORK 
Mary Brown, '19, has been teaching in 
Salt Lake City since graduation, but ex-
pects to spend the coming year in grad-
uate work in Columbia University. 
Julia E. Berkke, '16, entered Chicago 
University this fall to take up graduate 
work. 
IN MISSION SCHOOL 
Kay Lester Kerr, '14. of Clermont, Iowa, 
is teaching at Lincoln Normal School in 
Manon, Alabama. This is a mission 
school for colored children. 
EMMA BAlE COMPILES BOOK LIST 
Emma A. Baie, '15, who is supervisor of 
teachers' training in New Hampshire Uni-
versity, did a notable piece of work last 
year. She compiled a list of books. bul-
letins ahd illustrated material on Home 
Economics for the use of the teachers 
thruout New Hampshire. The material 
was put in usable shape and published in 
bulletin form by the State Department. 
A daughter, Beverly Gene, was born to 
Helen Secor West, October 17, 1923. 
WORKING OUT HOME ECONOMICS 
PRINCIPLES 
No Iowa State girl has had a better op-
portunity to work out her home econom-
ics principles than Leila Albert, '18, of 
Scranton, Iowa. She is now living on a 
farm in Greene County, Iowa, and is for 
tunate enough to have a home with all 
modern conveniences-electricity from 
the high line, running water and also an 
electric iron, sweeper, washer, etc. She 
assisted in the organization of a Girls' 
Reserve in Redfield, and is also doing her 
bit in club, civic welfare and church 
work. 
ESTABLISHES CLUBS 
Eleanor Hallock, '14, whose home is on 
a ranch fifteen miles from town, is tak-
ing a great interest in everything which 
tends to develop her community and fur-
ther educational work. She has been in-
strumental in establishing a Community 
Club, a Woman's Food Nutrition Club, 
and is also very active in Farm Bureau 
work. 
By HELEN I. PUTNAM 
RECEIVES MASTER'S DEGREE 
Kathryn Horst, '17, received a Master's 
Degree from Columbia University last 
June. 
SPENT SUMMER IN EUROPE 
Rev. Cora Van Velser Lambert, '90, was 
in Europe last summer. The Lamberts 
spent last winter in California, where 
Mrs. Lambert supplied a pulpit in a Long 
Beach chuFch for part of the winter. 
TO WED 
Mrs. Emma D. Ahrens of Sac City an-
nounces the engagement of her daughter, 
Ida Virginia, to Mr. Emil J. Mildenstein 
of Sidney, Ia., son of Mrs. E. Mildenstein 
of Clinton. 
Miss Ahrens and Mr. Mildenstein are 
both graduates of Iowa State College. 
Miss Ahrens, for the past two years, has 
been connected with the extension serv-
ice at Ames as agent in club work. Mr. 
Mildenstein is county agricultural agent 
in Fremont county. 
Louise Weise, '22; is teaching Home 
Economks at St. Paul, Nebr., this winter. 
Helen Beels, '23, is going to be a Stu-
dent Dietitian in the Peter Brent Brigha m 
Hospital in Boston, Mass., during the 
coming year. She takes up her duties 
the first of November. 
Eda Lord Murphy. '22, who was for-
merly on our Home Economics faculty at 
I. S. C.. is teaching Institutional at a 
girls' scbool in Constantinople this win-
ter. 
Olive Stewart, '15, is now head of the 
Economic Department in a high school at 
Berkeley, Cal. 
Mary Broadhead Wallace, '89, wife of 
the Secretary of Agriculture, and daugh-
ter, Ruth, of Washington, D. C., spent 
the past summer in Europe. They were 
acompanied by three of Miss Wallace's 
friends. 
Laura Mae Seward, '19, enjoys her 
work. She is with the extension service 
of the University of Kentucky. 
Blanche Waters, '19, has charge of the 
high school cafeteria at Murphysville, Ill., 
and is also teaching foods there. 
Edua B. Fry, '15, is with the Colonnade 
Company, operating the Colonnade Lunch 
System at Buffalo, N. Y. 
Genevieve Callahan, '20, Household 
Editor of Successful Farming, visited on 
our campus during the past week. 
DESIGNS OWN HOME 
Katherine Watts Mulvihill has put to 
practical use her knowledge of .house de-
sign gained at Iowa State College.. Her 
home, which is about eighteen miles from 
Des Moines, is the material realization 
of the house she planned while attend-
ing school here. She is also very proud 
of her two little boys, Jack and Jimmie. 
Gwendolyn Watts, her sister, '21, who 
has been Household Editor of Fruit, 
Garden and Home, in Des Moines, is 
teaching in Madison, North Dakota, this 
wiuter. 
Grace Martfeldt Kirkpatrick, '14, who is 
now located at Clarendon, Virginia, 
helped establish a new tea room in the 
city. 
Laura Pratt Spends Summer 
Asking Questions 
By MARGATET WHISTLER 
WORKING for an advertising company 
-that is the unusual way that Laura 
Pratt, an Iowa State College graduate of 
last spring, spent her summer vacation. 
The work she did was certainly some-
thing different and especially interesting. 
Miss Pratt worked with a young woman 
who had taken her master's degree in 
Home Economics from Columbia Univer-
sity, and their main occupation was sim-
ply running a Ford and asking questions. 
Can you imagine any better combination? 
"We didn't have to sell anything, bu·t 
had to interview farm women on their 
cleaning and baking problems. 
"Our territory would include a repre-
sentative county in each of three states, 
Missouri, Iowa, and Minnesota. Best of 
all, we were to have a Ford to drive. 
"We spent three days in Chicago, where 
we had several conferences with the va-
rious people who were interested in the 
work. You see the advertising company 
was having this work done for two com-
panies, one a yeast company and the 
other a friction cleanser company. There-
fore we met representatives of each com-
pany that we might get directly their 
point of view as to just what they wanted 
us to find out. 
"Finally we started for our territory, 
where we became veritable question 
boxes. We tried to find out why some 
people bake their own bread and others 
don't. How much bread baking is done 
at home and how much in the bakeries. 
Do women like an oil stove for baking? 
What is the hardest part of bread mak-
ing for a girl to learn? On the cleaning 
problem we tried to find out what kind of 
utensils predominated and how they were 
(Continued on page 19) 
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Some hae meat and canna eat, 
And some would eat that want it; 
But we hae meat, and we can eat, 
Sae let the Lord be thankit. 
-Robert Burns. 
Again the Iowa Homemaker dons a new gown. This 
time our appreciation for our new cover design goes to 
Kathryn H. Lepley, a senior home economics student 
from Conrad, Iowa. 
THE POSSIBILITY OF THE IMPROBABLE 
"Possible but not probable," Queen Isabella undoubt-
edly said, when Christopher Columbus, kneeling before 
her royal majesty, unfolded his maps and told of how 
the world was round like an orange, and India must lie 
somewhere out to sea. But Christopher was earnestly 
convincing and perhaps-anyway, Queen Isabella sold 
her jewels and the great continent, America, was dis-
covered. And ever since then the world has been con-
tinuously surprised to see the "possible but not prob-
able" ideas of so-called dreamers become realities. 
In 1786 throngs of incredible people lined the banks 
of the Delaware to scoff and jeer. But John Fitch re-
ceived their awed admiration and profound congratu-
lations when they saw the first steamboat move actually 
up the river. 
Must a man hold everything in his own hand before 
he can move forward~ Must the way lie clearly before 
one~ In fact, must everything be probable~ Discover-
ers in scientific fields say no. That possibilities are 
present they feel or know, but how to discover, to find, 
and prove them they are uncertain. Herein lies the hard 
work, the defeats and discouragements, in the seemingly 
futile efforts to bridge to the unknown. While the 
world looks on and mocks, "Utterly improbable, the 
man is a nut, he's crazy," the bridge is made and El-
wood Haynes makes seven miles an hour in his '' Ameri-
ca's first car''; the first aeroplane in the history of the 
world makes its initial flight and safely carries its in-
ventor and builder, Samuel Langley; or Madam Curie 
discovers radium. Ah, yes, the improbable was possible 
and the world smiles kindly and complacently upon its 
benefactor. · 
That ideals shall be real is the greatest gift given to 
man. Visions, dreams, genius are gifts of the choice 
few, and because we do not see, are we to scoff at the 
sight of others~ 
A slow lesson this-when will we learn to respect the 
improbable, to hail it as the great potential of tomor-
row, the unknown but tremendously valuable possibility 
of the future¥ 
THE HOMEMAKER 
Who is the homemaker ~ If you were to put this ques-
tion to a group of people, probably a majority would 
respond very quickly, ''Why the woman who carries on 
the duties of the home, of course.'' 
But is this really the correct answer to the question '? 
While the woman, undoubtedly, plays a most important 
role in maintaining the home, one must not lose sight of 
the fact that it takes two-the man and the woman-to 
make a successful home. Neither can it be said, truth-
fully, that the contribution of the man is complete when 
he has brought home the family income. 
Yet, thus far, colleges and universities have been con-
tent to train men with the one idea in mind of their earn-
ing a livelihood, while courses which would give an ap-
preciation of their privileges and responsibilities in home 
life have been entirely overlooked. ,Classes in '' Th £> 
Family" in many institutions have been composed 
largely of women; the occasional man has felt quite out 
of place, tho the content of such a course is just as im-
portant to the one as to the other. 
When we reach the 'point where training is considered 
essential for the husband as well as for the wife then-
and only then-will we be working toward the most 
complete solution of family problems. The term "home-
maker" must imply two persons instead of one. Im-
portant as is wage-earning for the man, it is not more 
important than the responsibility which he shares with 
his wife for the health, happiness and character building 
of all family members. 
GOOD THINGS WE HAVE TO SERVE 
Ingredients for our big twenty-four page Christmas 
number are now simmering gaily in the pot and will 
soon be ready for December serving. There will be holi-
day gift suggestions, and aids in planning the Christ-
mas dinner. In fact, Miss Viola M. Bell has promised 
a story on "Stuffing the Turkey." 
''Books for the Home'' is the title of the article Prof. 
Brown, Iowa State librarian, is offering for your bene-
fit. Echoes from the State Home Econ1mics Conven-
tion will be given good space. 
And in this Christmas number a mother is to have her 
chance at "Who Is Responsible for the Child~" A suc-
cessful mother at that, who has three children, is a pro-
fessor's wife, and a student h erself .. 
The fourth installment of the fascinating story of 
''The Evolution of Home Economics at Iowa State,'' by 
Ruth Elaine Wilson, will be given. 
For the solving of the homemakers' own particular 
Christmas problems we remind you of our Eternal Ques-
tion page. We will be glad to serve you. Remember 
that all queries for a given month must be in our hands 
before the twentieth of the month preceding. 
These are but a few of the fat, juicy sugar plums to be 
found in our Christmas pudding. If your appetites are 
much whetted by their mention, extra helpings may be 
had by writing our circulation manager. 




MAKING AMERICAN CHEESE 
Will you kindly tell me how American cheos ' 
may be made in the home 
We are sending under separate cover ·a 
copy of directions which we have been 
sending out to persons inquiring in r e-
gard to the method of making American 
cheese on the farm. It should be kept 
in mind that we are not advocating the 
making of American cheese during the 
summer months, as at that time the con-
ditions for . curing are not so favorable, 
and one is more likely to be disappointed 
with the results secured. If there are 
any questions regarding the method do 
not hesitate to write us concerning them. 
ZEPHYRETTES 
Would like to see printed in the Homemaker 
the recipe and method of making zephyre:tes or 
saltines. 
Zephyrettes or saltines are commercial 
products and we cannot give a recipe for 
them. 
POSITIONS AT TABLE 
On which side of his companion should an es-
sort sit? 
The escort should be seated at his com-
panion's left. 
SETTING A BANQUET TABLE 
Wh·at is the approved form for setting a ban-
quet table when knives are not used ? 
When knives are not used the fork is 
placed on the right side of the plate and 
the other silver is laid the same as usual. 
TABLE ETIQUETTE 
If you do not wish to eat a certain course, 
should it be refused or allowed to be served and 
then not eaten? 
The course should be allowed to be 
served by all means, and partly eaten if 
it is not possible to partake of the entire 
course. 
RUST SPOTS ON CLOTHING 
What causes rust spots on clothing when it is 
laundered? 
Rust spots are caused usually by a fail-
ure to remove all the soap in rinsing, and 
the use of a blueing which contains chem-
icals which form a rust spot with the 
soap left in the fabric. Most liquid blue-
ings do this. 
CHILDREN ENTERING DINING ROOM 
When should children enter the dining room 
-first or last ? 
The hostess enters first,and the chil-
dren may come after her with the guests. 
SHARPENING MACHINE NEEDLES 
When the po ints of machine needles become 
bent or blunt, how may they be sharp2ned and 
made useable? 
By rubbing them over a small bone for 
that purpose which may be had at any 
hardware store, they may be sharpened. 
TEST FOR BOILED ICING 
Do any of the "Homemakers" know of a 
trick by which they can tell when boiled icing 
is done? 
I use this method when my icing does 
not seem quite stiff enough. Set it in a 
pan of hot water, over a double boiler, or 
I have used the tea kettle. When it be-
gins to swell and form crystals around 
the edge and over the surface I take it 
off, cool, and beat until ready to spread. 
CURDLED TOMATO SOUP 
I wonder if anyone e lse ha3 trouble with toma-
to soup curdling. If there is some special way of 
making it to avoid curdling I would like to hear 
of it. 
Heat tomatoes. Heat seasoned milk. 
Add tomatoes to milk very slowly and 
stirring all the time. It is best to mix 
the tomatoes and milk just before ready 
to serve. 
SILVERFISH 
I have discovered silverfish among my clothes 
in the closet. Would some one kindly t elJ me 
what to do to rid the house of them? 
Silverfish are attracted by starch. This 
fact may be made use of in getting of 
them. Mix 1 tsp. powdered white arsenic 
with 1h c. flour. Add enough hot water 
to make paste. Spread on cardboard and 
place where silverfish are found. 
SHOULD POPOVERS BE BEATEN? 
Does continued beat"ng improve popovers? 
No. It is not necessary to beat pop-
overs after all bumps are out. The liquid 
condensing to steam when heated give 
the puffiness to popovers and not the 
beating. 
COLOR OF SHOES 
What shoes could be worn with a golden brown 
dress? 
If the material is heavy brown or beige, 
suede may be worn. For a lighter weight 
material white satin pumps could be dyed 
the color of the dress. · 
HANGING MEAT 
How long should meat be allowed to hang? 
Should be allowed to hang ten days to · 
three weeks at a temperature of 34 de-
grees to be in prime condition. 
.All . 
REMOVING GREASE SPOTS 
H ow may grease spot3 be removed from rugs?" 
Sponge the stain with a clean cloth 
moistened with chloroform or gasoline 
may be used with care taken because of 
its inflammability. Work from outside· 
of spot toward the center to . prevent 
spreading. 
TO MEND SWEATERS 
Can you tell me of a good way to mend a 
sweater inconspicuously? 
When the sweater begins to wear thin, 
reinforce the places with yarn of the 
same color ·and weight. Use a large nee-
dle and run the thread back and forth 
following the thread of the sweater. 
FALL COLORS 
What colors are being worn this f"-11 ? 
Softer shades in greys and wood 
browns. For evening blue shades-sap-
phire being the favorite, black, flame and 
black and white combinations. 
REMOVING OIL FROM CHICKEN SKIN 
How may oil be removed frcm the sk:n of a 
chicken? 
The chicken may be washed with soap 
and water after it has been singed. The 
soap cuts the oil. The chicken should not 
be put in the soapy water, but washed ofl' 
with it. It should be well rinsed after-
ward. 
SPORT CLOTHS 
What are the new ideas in sport clothes? 
Three pieces sport suits of silk knitted 
material are being worn in tuxedo moder 
cape frocks; and the vogue for brushed 
wool in plaids and stripes continues. The 
tans, yellows, rusts, and browns are thP 
prevailing sport wear colors. 
WOOD BLOCKING 
Would you please explain wood blocking? 
Wood blocking is a transfer of a de-
sign upon a material with the medium of 
oil paints. It may be rather small and 
cover the material heavily or it may be 
a large design with open spaces. 
DRIP COFFEE 
Will you please print a recipe for drip coffee? 
Finely pulverized coffee, 1f2 cup 
Freshly boiled water, 4 cups 
Place coffee in close meshed bog or top 
of filter coffee pot freshly scalded. Pour 
freshly boiling water thru coffee very 
slowly. Pour thru once. If desired very 
strong, pour thru again. 
(Continued on page 20) 
Dressing the Homemaker 
By MARGARET DIX 
Every woman should be attractive in 
her home. Here she is an example for 
others and is judged for her true worth. 
Simple house dresses in attractive colors 
are very good. Dark, unattractive mater-
ial should be avoided. It is not difficult 
to find patterns to fit the individual. One 
who is large and rather heavy should 
avoid designs that tend to broaden and 
wear straight lines. The length of the 
dress depends on the individual as well. 
Anyone who is large cannot wear short 
dresses. They should at least reach the 
tops of the shoes. No house dress should 
be extremely long and full for it will al-
ways be ih the way. 
Neatness, convenience and attractive-
ness are three essentials for a house 
dress. The popular apron is very good, 
but should be made to give the effect of 
a dress. Evenness around the bottom of 
the skirt is most important. Nothing 
gives the appearance of shiftlessness 
more quickly than a dress or apron that 
is uneven. Today there are many at-
tractive aprons worn over the house 
dress. If one does not care to dress for 
dinner these can be worn as a protec-
tion during the morning, and taken off 
during the noon hour, leaving the dress 
fresh and clean. Many prefer to wear 
the simple house dresses without aprons 
and slip on another during the dinner 
hour. Every housewife should have a 
number of small aprons to use when 
needed. Unbleached muslin trimmed in 
some bright color is attractive as well 
·as inexpensive and durable. Gingham and 
percales are commonly used. A black 
sateen apron for cleaning saves launder-
ing. 
With many it is the general opinion 
that any kind of a shoe is good enough 
for home wear. This is not true, for one 
cannot look trim and neat while wearing 
shoes with runover heels and in need of 
shoe polish. If appearances mean nothing 
to one, health should. Runover heels 
cause one to walk and stand incorrectly 
and often lead to the breaking down of 
the arch in the foot. This can lead to 
nothing but illness. Light-colored shoes 
give a better appearance with light house 
dresses than dark shoes. The white can-
vas shoes are very inexpensive and dur-
, able. They clean easily with Bon ami or 
white shoe polish. Carpet slippers should 
be avoided when working around the 
house. 
THANKSGIVING DAYS 
"And they went out into the field, and 
gathered their vineyards, and trode the 
grapes and had festival, and went into 
the house of their God, and did eat and 
drink."-Judges. 
The giving of thanks has been a cus-
tom of mankind. The Greeks celebrated 
the festival of Demeter. The Romans 
honored the Goddess Ceres and celebrat-
ed Cerelia with processions in the fields, 
music, rustic sports and feasting. 
It is not strange then that the Pilgrims 
in 1821 put apart one day for Thanksgiv-
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ing after -their first harvest and set an 
example for the future. Canada, in keep-
ing with early Saxon precedent, has long 
celebrated an autumnal feast day, with 
the date subject to dominion proclama-
tion. 
Worship, family reunions and Thanksgiv-
ing dinners that prove the generosity of 
our fields portray modern Thanksgiving 
days. W e r epeat with Whittier , 
"What moistens the lip and 
Brightens the eye? 
What calls back the past like 
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A Strange New Sweetness 
Wrung From 
The Reluctant Flowers. 
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That distinctive kind of optical 
service that insures complete satis-
faction to the wearer, is at all 
times at the service of those who 
come to us when in doubt about 
their eyes or their glasses. I DR. F. E. ROBINSON 
EXCLUSIVE OPTOMETRIST I 
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are known for their fine quality 
attractive appearance and ex: 
cellen.t workmanship. Now is 
the time to be making your se-
lection while our stocks are 
complete a nd at which time you 
h:'ve the benefit of a greater va-
riety. 
WRITE FOR CATALOG 
showing latest designs. Mail 
orders are given prOmpt and 
careful attention. 
H Willard. S'on fs <bmnanv 
Corner Main and First Str~~s 
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The Goal of Home Manage~ 
ment Courses at 
Iowa State 
(Continued from page 3) 
to using more efficiently the time which 
each spends. Group meetings are held 
frequently to discuss equipment, its ar-
rangement and other problems which 
arise. The cost of food and a part of the 
operating expense are borne by the mem-
bers residing in the house at a rate 
which is practically the same as t.he 
amount paid for board by students living 
. in the halls on the campus. 
It should be said, in connection with 
this laboratory course, that it is far more 
than a course in which credit is given 
for work done. It furnishes an oppor-
tunity for young women to live together 
as a family and to appreciate the fact 
that cooperation is, truly, one of the most 
important characteristics in enduring 
family life. It makes possible, also, a 
center in which new associations are 
formed and can mean one of the most 
valuable and enduring experiences of 
four years of college life. 
Finally, it may be said of the two 
courses that they supplement each other 
and that together they aim to give to the 
girl who is looking forward to her own 
home, or to the one who is expecting to 
teach others, an ideal of homemaking 
which will be both practical and inspira-
tional. 
Two and One~half Miles 
Miles Saved a Day 
(Continued from page 6) 
Rone found the east side of h~r room 
could be used for other purposes. She 
decided it could best be used by moving 
her sewing table and sewing machine 
into the kitchen before one east window 
and a magazine stand and rocker by the 
other, so that she could sew or read while 
baking her bread and thus spend every 
minute to good advantage. By this ar-
rangement she was able to save time and 
steps as well as having a pleasant place 
in which to sew and read. 
Many housewives may feel that this 
plan does very well, but that expense has 
been given no consideration. Mrs. Rone, 
however, kept expense accounts on the 
rearrangement of her kitchen and at the 
same time restocked her kitchen with 
the following items: 
Expense Items for Remodeling Kitchen 
Oilcloth --------------------- --- - $ 2.10 
Molding - ------------------------ - .75 
Hooks, hinges and castors___ ______ .55 
Sink pipe and strap -------------- 1.50 
Varnish -------------------------- 1.75 
Paint ---------------------------- .75 
Curtains ---------~----------- ---- 1.20 
Linoleum -- - ------------------- -- 24.20 
Asbestos-back of stove__ __________ .50 
Lineoleum binding ----- ---------- .75 
Lineoleum lining ------------ - -- - - 1.75 
Total ______________ __ ________ - - $35.80 
Expense Items for New Kitchen Equip-
ment ' 
Double roaster -------------------$ 1.50 
Paring knife --------------------- .25 
Oven thermomet er --------------- 1.75 
Kitchen stool ------------------- - 1.35 
Material for large fireless cooker__ 1.50 
TilE IOWA HOMEMAKER 
Repairs for small pressure cooker__ .50 
Angel food cake tin_______________ .25 
Kitchen clock -------------------- 1.75 
Three kitchen cups and soap dish__ .40 
Home accounts book ------------- .20 
Floor brushes -------------------- 1.75 
Total --------------------------$11.20 
The expense totaled $47.00, which is very 
reasonable considering the steps and 
time saved Mrs. Rone. The work was 
t·-··-·--··- ··- ··-··-··- ··-··- ··-··-··-· t
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done by Mr. and Mrs. Rone during spare 
time. 
Thus Mrs. Roue rearranged her kitch-
en so that she was able to cut down the 
steps taken in doing her work one-half; 
saved one and one-half hours time per 
day or six and one-half weeks per year 
and at the same time increased the in-
terest and attractiveness of her kitchen. 
Mrs. Roue believes what she has · done 
every other housewife can ilo by simply 
The Secret of 
Radiant Health 
is t he secret of unfettered feet-
free from petty, nagging ailments. 
Get the Spirit of Youth in your feet 
and banish all your troubles in the 
twinkling of an eye. But first make 
sure that you give your feet the 
kind of shoes that make them 
happy. 
ORIGINAL GROUND ~ RIPPER 
WALKING . SHOES 
reflect their healthy action in spar· 
kling eyes, buoyant carriage, vig-
orous stride and perfect poise. 
You'll never know the real happi-
ness that healthy, unrestricted feet 
can bring you till you try a pair of 
genuine Ground-Gripper s. 
Sold in Ames 
by 
Bauge & Son 







i i I Rugs That Claim _Distinction I 
• 1 !1 All the romance of the Orient is in the designs and colors of 1. 
=I our new Fall Rugs, Axminsters and Royal Wiltons of such fine 1• 
=I texture and such intricate designs that they resemble Orientals. 1• They will add a cheery warmth to all the rooms in your home and 
1
1
= offer you rich dreams for long winter evenings- of veiled ladies ~-
and far-away harems. All our n ew Rugs are moderately priced. 
= i I Younker Brothers I 
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observing two rules when rearranging 
her kitchen. 
1. Articles used together should be 
grouped together. 
2. Articles used oftenest should be 
kept in the most convenient places. 
Tho there are many unforeseen things 
arising in household duties every house-
wife should have a time for doing the 
routine work, and by placing things in 
their correct places these duties need re-
quire only one-half the time ordinarily 
given. Every housewife should ask her-
self the question-are short cuts in 
housekeeping worth while? Is my kitch-
en so planned that it is a step-saving 
kitchen? If these questions cannot be 
answered in the affirmative, the house-
wife should study her kitchen for, un-
doubtedly, rearrangement is her solution 
. to short cuts in housekeeping. 
Who is Responsible for the 
Child? 
(Continued from page 8) 
than can the fifth generation. That is, 
one's immediate parents are in a better 
position probably to affect the environ-
ment of a child than are his grandpa-
rents, great or otherwise. 
Well, after all, who is responsible for 
the child? If it be the race, then I am 
tempted to repeat the subheading, "Is 
Anyone Responsible for the Child"? To 
me, someone is responsible for the child. 
To me, the immediate parents are largely 
responsible for the child. 
"Life Is a peculiar mess." (Philosopher 
quite unknown.) Someone has aptly com-
pared life with a person walking along a 
railroad and trying to keep his balance. 
It is difficult work at times, for altho one 
becomes more expert with practice, it 
calls for an unusual effort, an almost com-
ic, were it not tragic, series of contor-
tions, to remain on that small pathway. 
And people will fall off, either to the one 
side or to the other. And even with 
much experience that comes with years, 
one ocasionally will find it difficult to fo-
cus the attention on the track, and falls 
come which may be of varying severity. 
It is probably true that no one ever suc-
ceeds in going ahead without some close 
calls, or an occasional slip or mis-step, or 
even a fall. 
How remain on the track, going ahead, 
and yet diminish the number of falls"! 
Man acts both by reason and instinct. A 
crisis comes into one's life. Immediate 
decision and action are required. There 
is practically no time for deliberation, 
and possibly deliberation will help little 
because of the almost balanced and con-
flicting emotions. At that time one who 
has been brought up with a goodly meas-
ure of the so-called homely virtues will 
probably instinctively recall such vir-
tues and automatically govern his con-
duct acordingly. 
And from where are these homely vir-
tues recruited? From the home in large 
part, and thru the efforts of the mother 
and father in large part, and of the two, 
quite probably more from the mother 
than the father. 
But what on earth have homely virtues 
to do with child responsibility? What re-. 
sponsibilities should one have in mind in 
considering the child's welfare? Health"! 
Religion? Morals? Careers ?- to mention 
only a few, and not including the toler-
ance, the deference due a lady, even tho 
she be an Old-Maid Aunt! 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
The Acceptable Gift 
A Picture 
You will find most anything 
you want in our shop. We 
would like to have you 
look at them. ~ ~ ~ 
AMES ART SHOP 
126 Main Street 
+1-II-11-II-11-11-11-11-11-II-MI-11-III-1+ 
BOSWORTH DRUG CO. (Inc.) 
134 Main St. 
AMES, IOWA 
Carry a full line of Drugs and Toi-
le t A r t ic 1 e s, Sherwin-Williams 
Paints, and make a specialty of 
Eastman's Photograph Supplies and 
Kodaks. 
L. M. BOSWORTH 
Registered Pharmacist No. 2281 
WM. ED. JOHNSON 







While Chocolate Cream Coffee 
Makes More Cups She Buys 
It for its Flavor 
West Liberty, Iowa, (Special)-" I 
have served Chocolate Cream Coffee 
at social gatherings and have received 
many many complimentary remarks 
upon the good taste of my coffee," 
advises Atha C. Noland, 208 W. 5th St. 
"I find it has a much stronger, yet 
mild flavor. Also it makes 10 to 12 cups 
more to the pound . . Whil~ it is therefo~e 
economical, I buy It for Its flavor. Six 
of us drink coffee in our family. 
"I think the paraffin-walled canisters 
keep the coffee flavor and aroma very 
nicely." 
You, too, will find it is economy to 
buy the best coffee. Ask your grocer for 
WESTERN GROCER COMPANY 
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REMEMBER 
your relatives and friends with a gift from our complete line of 
things suitable for any occasion, but especially good for Xmas. 
Shop early. A word to the wise is sufficient. See our line of 
Xmas Cards. 
GODDARD'S GIFT SHOP 
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Turning the Corners Up 
(Continued from page 10) 
health. Ever yone can enjoy health if he 
only will. 
When I was a child the people in my 
community thought that girls who in-
dulged in any kind of physical exer cise 
were "tom boys." They were simply 
shocked at the idea of girls playing base-
ball and riding horseback. All I can say 
is, "God bless the tom boys. If there 
were only more of them!" 
What a large number of people go 
around with the vapors o-f despondency 
so thick on them that the people whom 
they meet become clouded with them: 
Watch people after they have watched a 
game of football, basketball or tennis and 
you will find that there is no vapor there, 
but it is all a gleaming surface. 
Altho every American woman and girl 
realizes that exercises make for health 
and the shining personality, many of 
them go around with a weary, heart-bur-
dened look. If they would stop to think 
that half of everybody's body is muscle 
and that our vital organs, such as the 
heart and stomach, are muscle, maybe 
they would stand on their heads or turn 
a few somersaults. 
Natural expression of muscle is thru 
movement and if it is not used it weak-
ens. Muscle must be constantly exercised 
to be kept healthy. To have a shapely 
body one must have healthy muscles, as 
they form the outline. 
Seven-tenths of the brain is used for ex-
ercises of the senses and for the control 
of the muscles. Therefore, inability to 
make our body act the way we desire, or 
to guide our movements properly by sight, 
sound or touch, means a very poor devel-
opment of a large part of our brain. 
If it were not for muscle we could not 
express a single feeling, thought, or even 
make a movement. Talking, writing, ex-
pressions of the face as well as move-
ments of the trunk, arms and legs all de-
pend on the contraction of many muscles. 
Since by muscle alone can we explain 
ourselves, it is absolutely essential that 
we t rain our muscles to express what we 
want them to do in the way we desire. 
The road to good, healthy muscles is by 
exercise. Exercise takes the place of 
medicine. Drugs weaken the body in 
every respect. Exercise tones up and 
strengthens. 
Keeping fit should be on the schedule of 
every person. Athletics is the sure means 
of changing exercises, either indoors or 
outdoors, from work into play. The more 
things you do well, the mor e fun you'll 
have and the more interesting person 
you'll be. Did you ever know a girl who 
could play a topping game of tennis, or 
pitch a baseball (straight) over the plate, 
or throw a basketball, handl.e a golf or 
hockey stick, or ride a horse with ease, 
who wasn't popular? 
Athletics develop a spirit of comrade-
ship. Out on the athletic field people are 
just what they are. The formalities are 
shaken off. You will always find this to 
be t rue; no matter how burdened down 
you are with troubles your load has van-
ished and you look at things in an en-
tirely different light after you have played 
a brisk game of hockey or tennis. You 
can enjoy doing things with people, be-
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Checking and Savings 
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I Union National Bank I Union Trust & Savings Bank 
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I THIS STORE f 
!I 11 always appreciates your busi-i ness and will always do all we i i can to merit same. Call any I 
j time and see the new wear- j 
· abies in 
i New Winter Dresses i Underwear Hosiery 
.. 
:.
I: Martha Four Foot Hosiery 
Gassord Corcets and Corse-
lettes and Braissiers 
Mail orders accepted on i approval 
i Aug. F. Schwein I 723 Story St. Boone, Ia. . 
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I Everything Electrical I 
i ! j '' THE HOME OF THE HOOVER' ' ! 
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! I ~ Get Your Xmas Photos Taken Early ~ 
i j i HART STUDIO j 
I I 
! I ~ 216 Main St. Ames, Iowa I 
. I 
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! I ~~~~~:TEsR~ I J. D. PALMER & CO. ~~~T~~~~~;s J 
f MARSHALL TOWN, IOWA j 
i WHICH SHALL IT BE? i I A Satin or a Crepe for the new silk frock? There is the lustrous, ra- i 
• diant face of satin, the Silk Beautiful, and there's the flattering subtlety 
!! of Crepe, the Silk Individual. Fashion talks much of a satin season, though continuing to express many of her happiest thoughts in the 
!·. Crepes, featuring Mallinson 's Silks de Luxe 
! Velora Brocade Rochanara Crepe i Velota Broche Chinchilla Satin 
I Mollo 0 Crepe . 
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fore you can enjoy talking with them. If 
you have learned to play with a person 
you can also work with him. 
There is nothing which turns one's cor-
ners up more than athletics. The truth is 
that athletics is a training for the mind 
and heart as well as for the body. It CftllS 
for delicate nervous adjustment, power of 
initiative, concentration, enthusiasm, cour-
age, honesty and cooperation. 
Oh folks, do set aside in your daily 
program time for exercise and athletics. 
It will be better for your appearance and 
spirits than any amount of dope bou,;ht 
in bottles. Of course, you can't expect to 
notice much difference immediately, but 
in a few weeks you will. Your corners 
will ruffle out and you will realize that 
the more you can turn the necessary 
things of life into play, the healthier and 
happier person you will become. 
Besides being our circulat:ion manager, 
"Bubbles" is the owner of an Ames blan-
ket, the highest athletic honor given by 
our physical education department. So 
we know she practices what she preaclles. 
-Editor. 
Laura Pratt Spends Summer 
Asking Questions 
(Continued from page 12) 
cleaned, what kind of floor coverings peo-
ple had and how cleaned. How much 
running water is found on farms. Be-
sides interviewing the farm women, · we 
called on the grocer and the baker to find 
out what they thought about the trend 
of the bread baking business in the farm 
house. Records were kept of each call. 
For this purpose we had four question-
naires which we filled out and mailed in 
each evening." 
Various kinds of questions were asked 
Miss Pratt, especially about the manner 
in which her questions were answered. 
"Didn't the women resent being ques-
tioned?" 
"Not if we first explained to them that 
we were asking them these questions be-
cause they knew more about these prob-
lems than anyone else and that the rea-
son we wanted their opinion was to help 
the advertiser to know how to meet their 
needs more successfully." 
"Were people nice to you?" 
"Nearly every one received us cordial-
ly, particularly after we convinced them 
that we had nothing to sell. To be sure, 
there was one woman who told me 'I 
have no time to talk to the likes of you. 
I'm busy washing and I think you would 
be better off if you were home doin' the 
same thing or some sich.' But she was 
only one and we found many who were 
eager to discuss their problems and who 
wanted suggestions. One woman I shall 
remember always. She was a lonely Dan-
ish woman, refined and well educated, 
who lived ·in the midst of a German-
speaking neighborhood. She spoke ex-
cellent English and I could hardly believe 
that she had grown to young womanhood 
in Copenhagen. Altho this was the sec-
ond year that they had lived on this 
farm, there was no one who had tried to 
be neighborly to her. She visited with 
us, invited us to remain for supper and 
to call again." 
Of course, sometimes things did not go 
just as per arrangements. You remem-
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t Tallman's ~ Hand-carved and plain Elephant Ivory, ~ 
: Jade and Coral, Hand-Spun Porcelain, real Jet, Crys- j 
! tal, etc. We have them in both long strands and j 
chokers. You will be delighted with them. Priced j 
very reasonable. 
' I L. C. TALLMAN JEWELER 
! I +·-·-·---·-··-··-··-·-·-·-··-·-·-·-·-··-··-·-·-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·---+ 
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: i 
t In your circle of acquain- j 
= tance there are many who j 1 suffer from foot troubles. j 
1 They can be relieved. j ! . i t ~do mt attetr w1~aft ~otu hav1de I 
. ne o ge re 1e , 1 wou j 1 be worth your while to con- f 1 sult one who has studied j" 1 foot troubles and methods of j 
! relief. • 
. i ! Bring your foot troubles • 
. i 1 to the j 
i Marinello Comfort Shop J 
1 Commercial Bank Building j ! : +··-·-··-·-··-·-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·----~-~~·-·-·--·-·--+ 
+·-··-·--··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-~·-·--··-~~·-··-··-··-··-·-·-··-·--·-··-·-··-·+ 
GIRLS. • • • 
Fix up that old room before 
Homecoming 
Paint and Varnish will do it 










. CAR~'T!!;;.~£.~ ARE I 
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ber they had a Ford and roads often get 
wet and mushy. Then, too, they had to 
eat. 
"Food was our most trying problem. It 
is very difficult to get good food in small-
er towns. We solved our noonday meal 
by carrying with us salad dressing, fresh 
fruit or vegetables, crackers, kraft cheese 
and sometimes pickles. We ate usually 
under a tree on a blanket, often in a 
school yard. These lunches were a relief 
from meat and potatoes, hash-browned at 
that. 
The Eternal Question 
(Continued from page 14) 
TO SET COLORS 
What can I use to get the color in a green 
calico dress ? 
There is nothing one can use that can 
be guaranteed to set any color. Table 
salt and sugar of lead are commonly used, 
but when the material is washed after 
having been soaked in a solution, the 
chemicals are washed out, rendering 
them valueless. 
COCKTAIL AS AN APPETIZER 
What is the value of cocktail as an appetizer? 
The theory that a cocktail is an appe-
tizer has no foundation on science. It 
does excite the flow of gastric juices, but 
food, whether a cocktail or otherwise, has 
the same effect on the stomach. The 
theory regarding cheese served at the 
end of a meal is as unscientific for the 
same reason. And by the end of a meal 
the digestive juices in a normal healthy 
stomach should have begun to flow with-
out cheese. 
THE USE OF DOILIES 
When is it proper to use doilies in setting a 
table? 
Doilies may be used when setting a ta-
ble for breakfast or luncheon only. 
WHIPPED CREAM SUBSTITUTE 
Is there anything that may be used successfully 
as a whipped cream substitute? 
Apple meringue may be used. An ap-
ple is grated and two or three table-
spoons of sugar are added; this is then 
added to the beaten white of an egg, 
DRESS TRIMMINGS 
What could be used to trim a dress of liberty 
crepe? 
Hand ·embroidery and beading could be 
used very successfully and it is possible 
to use self-trimming for materials that 
are so rich in themselves. 
NOVEMBER 
Now come November days. Poets have 
called them, melancholy days, "the sad-
dest of the year." Autumnal frosts, 
touching all but the pine and balsam, 
have turned summer verdure to crimson 
and gold. November winds that strip 
limbs bare, chase their harvest across the 
meadow. Nature, without, prepares to 
rest. Her children are called to repose. 
Indoors there will be joy and gayety. 
The laughter of the summer will endure 
by the fireside. The window garden will 
perpetuate the beauty and blossom of 
spring. The larder is filled and the mar-
ket places heaped high with fruits of the 
field. What if winter comes! On with 
the dance and merry-making, for this is 
a season of festivity. 
i_,_,_,._,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_.T 
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. f I "Say it With Flowers" 1 i That party will not ·be complete unless you have If· 
I it touched with Olsan 's Flowers. 
i CORSAGES OUR SPECIALTY j 
~ Flowers are rapidly gaining favor as Birthday ~ l Gifts. ''Whose Birthday is Today?'' I 
. 1 I F. J. OLSAN & SONS I 
i Phone 8 I 
1 Members of Florist Telegraph Delivery 1 
: j 
1 j 1 . 1 ' i 
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